SENATE

No. 534

€tic Commonumiltl) of Massachusetts.
Boston Transit Commission
15 Beacon Street, Boston, May 9, 1913.

Hon. Levi H. Greenwood, President.

On April 18,
lowing order;

1913, the Honorable Senate passed the fol-

—

Ordered, That the Boston Transit Commission is hereby requested to report to the Senate within three weeks, after the adoption
of this order as to the probable cost of extending- the so-called Boylston street subway through Boylston street to Washington street, and
from Washington street by such route as the commission may deem
desirable to Post Office square, providing for an exchange of traffic
with the Tremont street subway at or near the corner of Tremont
and Boylston streets, with the Washington street tunnel at or near the
corner of Boylston street and Washington street and with the Dorchester tunnel at some point on Summer street also as to the precise
route to be followed in ease such extension should be made and as to
whether or not, in the opinion of the commission, taking into consideration the probable cost and all other matters, it is desirable to
alter the route of the Boylston street subway, as defined in chapter
741 of the acts of 1911, by abandoning- the construction of that part
of the Boylston street subway between Boylston street and Park
street and as a substitute therefor extending the subway to Post
;

Office square.

In accordance with this request the Boston Transit Commission submits the following report
Present Route for the Boylston Street Subway
As authorized by chapter 741 of the Acts of 1911 the
Boylston street subway is to provide two tr
under Boylston street to the corner of Bovlston and Tremont
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streets, turning at that point and following thff route of the
present subway along the Common to a terminus at Park
street. There will be a station near the corner of Boylston
and Tremont streets with provision for transfer to the tracks
of the present subway running south to Pleasant street. The
station at Park street is to be greatly enlarged and the two
tracks of the Boylston street subway will be connected by a
loop similar to the loop for the present tracks at that point.
The precise details for this portion of the line had not
been determined by the Commission when the said order was
passed. Numerous stirdies had been made, with estimates
of cost; many consultations had been held with the officers of
the Boston Elevated Railway Company and the various plans
had been compared with reference to economy and convenience.
No definite statement, therefore, can be made at this time
as to just what the arrangement of these tracks will be, even
if there is no further legislation. It is possible that the station at the corner of Boylston and Tremont streets will
contain platforms at different levels, so that passengers transferring at that point may have to go up or down stairs to
reach the car which they desire to take. The same is true

of the station at Park street. It is also possible that the
station at Park street may have all the platforms on the same
level as those of the present subway, in which case the transfer from one platform to another may require going downstairs and up again. It has, however, been considered a
valuable featm-e in operation, which would promote the convenience of passengers, to provide that persons coming by
any route from the south or west should be able, by taking
the proper car, not only to reach Park street but to proceed
beyond Park street to Scollay square, Haymarket square
and the North station without transfer; in other words, some
of the cars running in the new Boylston street subway might
be looped back at Park street, while others might continue
to Scollay square and beyond on the present tracks between
Park street and Scollay square. The same arrangement
may be made with reference to surface cars entering the
present Tremont street subway, some of which may be looped
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back at Park street as at present, while others may continue
to the north. In a similar manner cars from Pleasant street,
all of which now run through to the north, may in the case
of some lines be looped back at Park street instead of continuing beyond that point.
To effect these features of operation, cross-overs between
the various tracks will have to be provided, and, as already
stated, no definite decision has been reached as to the arrangement of tracks for this purpose.
In any case, however, the route at present authorized will
provide for a transfer at the corner of Boylston and Tremont
streets connecting with the present cars to and from Pleasant
street, and at Park street there will be provision for continuing farther to the north, if desired, either by transferring or by continuing in certain cars without transfer and
there will also be opportunity at Park street, by going downstairs, to transfer to the Cambridge tunnel and the Dorchester tunnel, thus connecting with Cambridge and other
points on the west and with Summer street, the South station, South Boston and Andrew square on the east. Passengers taking the Dorchester tunnel in this manner may
transfer at Washington street to the Washington street tunnel
and thus reach Dudley street and intermediate stations on
the south and Sullivan square and intermediate stations on
the north. By transferring again at State station it will
be possible to reach the surface at the corner of Water and
Devonshire streets; or by transferring at the same station
to the East Boston tunnel connection may be made with the
Atlantic avenue elevated line.
The route as authorized, therefore, will enable passenger;
by the Boylston street subway to reach practically all part;
of the city and to reach the Post Office by making two trail,
fers.

Suggested Route for the Boylston Street Subway.
The route contemplated in the order requires that the two
tracks of the new Boylston street subway instead of turning
north at the corner of Boylston and Tremont streets, shall
continue under Boylston and Essex streets, passing under
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the Tremont street subway, and also under the Washington
street tunnel, with connections with both of these routes.
From Essex street the subway might continue either under
Chauncy, Arch and Milk streets, or under Kingston and
Otis streets to Post Office square; in either case terminating
with a loop encircling the Post Office, having a station either
in Post Office square or in Devonshire street, or in both
places. At the point where this route crosses Summer street
there would be a station having a connection with the Dorchester tunnel.

These two routes between the corner of Boylston and Tre
Mont streets and Post Office square have been studied by the
Commission. They are refer red to in the report of the Chief
Engineer and one of them is shown in the accompanying
map. The route by way of Chauncy and Arch streets requiring the proposed subway to cross the Dorchester tunnel
at the easterly end of the Sr immer street station, brings the
roof of the subway within a foot and a half of the surface
of the street, and leaves no room for pipes or conduits of
any character over the entire width of Summer street. The
total cost of this route is alsc greater than that of the other,
which extends by way of E; sex, Kingston and Otis streets
Post Office square. The atter route has also the advantage in point of alignment, avoiding several objectionable
curves and is therefore the route preferred by the Commi
i if the terminal is to be located at Post Office square
Other routes from Essex street to Post Office square may
also be worthy of study, even though longer and involving
more construction. A loop should be constructed in some
manner at the terminal; in the plan submitted this loop is
shown encircling the Post Office, but there are other possible
locations'for such loop, which should be further studied.
If a Post Office square route should be adopted it would
be desirable and practicable to provide that while cars coming from the west might proceed to Post Office square by
one of the routes indicated above, other cars might cross over
to the present subway tracks under the Common and proceed
to Park street and beyond.
It is evident from this explanation that either the author-
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ized or the suggested route would enable passengers to read i
the same points in the city, the only modification of this

statement being that the Park street route, as above ex
plained, would enable passengers to reach the street surface
at the corner of Water and Devonshire streets or one blocl
away from Post Office square, while the proposed route
would enable passengers to reach Post Office square itself.
Since both the authorized and the suggested routes would
reach the same points it is only a question of the transfer:
necessary, and in this respect the following categorical state
ment may be of interest.
1. To reach Park street.
By the authorized route all passengers could reach Park street

without change.
By the proposed route passengers in certain cars could
reach Park
street without change, while passengers in other cars would have to
transfer at the corner of Boylston and Tremont streets.
To reach Scollay

square.

By the authorized route all passengers could
reach Scollay square,
those in certain ears without change at Park street and those
in other
cars by transferring at Park street.
By the proposed route some passengers could
reach Park street
without change; others by making one transfer either at Park street
or Boylston street.
To reach Haymarket squar

By the authorized route some passengers could reach Haymarket
square without change, others by making one transfer at Park
street.
By the proposed route some passengers could reach
Haymarket
square without transfer; others by making one transfer
at Park
street or Boylston street, or by transferring to the Washington street
tunnel at Boylston street.
4. To reach the North station and beyond.
By the authorized route passengers could reach these points either
without change or by making one change at Park street.
By the proposed route some passengers could reach these
points
without change, others would have to change at either
Park or Boylston streets to the Tremont street
subway, or at Boylston and Washington streets to the Washington

street

tunnel.
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To reach Pleasant street.

Passengers by either route could reach this point by transferring
at the corner of Boylston and Tremont streets.
6.

To reach

the corner of Summer and Washington streets or
Summer and Chauncy streets.

By the authorized route all passengers would have to transfer at
Park street.
By the proposed route passengers who take the proper cars could
reach these points without transfer.
7. To reach the Post Office
By the authorized route passengers would have to transfer at Park
street to the Dorchester tunnel, at Summer street to the Washington
street tunnel, leaving the train at State station and walking through
the subpassage to the corner of Water and Devonshire streets; or
they could transfer at Scollay square, if in through cars to the north,
or at Park street and at Scollay square, if not in through cars to
the north, taking the East Boston tunnel to the corner of Devonshire
and State streets one block away from Post Office square.
By the proposed route passengers in the proper cars could reach

Post Office

square

without transfer.

With reference to this schedule it is to he observed that
if the subway were constructed on the proposed route a large
number of the cars from the west would continue to Post
Office square, so that it would probably be necessary fof
many of the passengers who wish to reach Park street or
Scollay square to transfer at the corner of Boylston and
Tremont streets. In other words, by the proposed route a
large number of passengers wishing to reach Park street
would have to transfer, while by the authorized route all
would reach Park street without transfer.
Advantages

and

Disadvantages

of Park Street

as a

Terminal.

Park street cannot be said to be a terminal from which
traffic distributes in all directions. To the west of the station lies the Common. The destination of most inbound
passengers lies to the north and east of the terminal point.
Post Office square, on the other hand, is a centrally located
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terminal, the distribution of passengers from this point being
On the other hand Park street terminal
offers good facilities, so far as space is concerned, both underground and on the surface. The underground platforms can
be made large and commodious and the presence of the
Common above makes the congestion on the surface much
less than would occur in any of our city streets or squares.
Post Office square is not so favorable in this respect. There
is not so much room underground and the surface is already
congested at some hours of the day. We have therefore on
the one hand a terminal which affords ample space both
below ground and on the surface but does not distribute in
all directions and on the other hand a terminal with less
available space both below ground and on the surface but
which does distribute in all directions.
The Commission is of the opinion that stations and terminals on rapid Transit lines should, if possible, be so located as to distribute rather than to concentrate traffic. The
aim should be to facilitate the extension of the business district rather than its contraction. The route to Park street
tends to concentrate traffic at that point, while the route to
Post Office square would tend to distribute it.
Erom these points of view Post Office square as a terminal
appears superior to Park street, while the latter has the advantage with reference to available space. When we consider further the facilities that the terminal at Park street
will offer for transfer to various lines which reach all parts
of the city the relative advantages of Post Office square are
diminished in importance.

in all directions.

Cost

Appended is the report of the Chief Engineer of the Com-

mission, Mr. Edmund S. Davis, from which it appears that
the cost of the authorized route to Park street between the

corner of Boylston and Tremont streets and the terminal
would be $2,150,000, while the cost of what appears the most
favorable route to Post Office square between the corner of
Boylston and Tremont streets and the terminal would be
$3,800,000. The route to Post Office square, therefore, in-
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volves an additional expenditure of about $1,650,000. In
other words, reckoning simply from the corner of Boylston
and I romont streets, the route to Post Office square costs
about double the route to Park street and is nearly twice as
long. The length of the entire subway if the terminus is at
Park street is 10,300 feet, and if the terminus is at Post
Office square is 12,000 feet.
The rental paid by the Boston Elevated Railway Company
for the use of the subways is
per cent, of their cost. The
increased cost, therefore, of the route to Post Office square
would involve an increased rental to the company of $74,250
per annum. If we admit that Post Office square has certain
advantages as a terminal over Park street, and that a route
to the former point offers some additional conveniences in
reaching certain stations, the question is whether these advantages are worth the cost. Furthermore, if the route to
Post Office square is adopted there would probably be a
delay of about a year and a half in the time of opening the
entire subway. With the increasing congestion of Boylston
street and the need for greater facilities such a delay in the
opening of the subway is a serious consideration.
Count of Traffic.
In order to aid the Commmission in arriving at a decision
in regard to the questions submitted to it arrangements were
made with the Boston Elevated Railway Company to have a
vote taken showing the preference as to the two terminals of
passengers who use the following cars which will run in the
new Boylston street subway:
Brookline-Newton line via Ipswich street.
Allslon station via Beacon street.

Oak square station via Commonwealth avenue
Watertown station via Nonantum and Oak squares and Common
wealth avenue.
Newton line via Commonwealth avenue
Newton line via Beacon street.
Reservoir via Beacon street.
Watertown station via North Beacon street
Harvard square via Broadway and Cottage Farms.
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Counts were made on Thursday, May 1, Saturday, May 3,
and Monday, May 5. For several days previous to these
dates notices were hung in these cars explaining the relative
routes and what would be accomplished by each, and on the
days mentioned ballots were distributed by conductors and
collected in the subway, giving each passenger an opportunity
to express his preference for either terminal.
The result of this balloting has been that a majority of the
passengers voting have expressed themselves in favor of the
terminus at Post Office square, the exact figures being as
follows:
r

„

Thursday, May 1,
Saturday, May 3,
Monday, May 5,

.

.

.

.

10,845

11,400

.

...

.

9,236
31,481

In favor of
Post office

Blanks

'

t

Park
i ark St.ee'
ftu.ee..

Square.

10,410
14,025
13,413

600
1,096

37,848

2,373

677

Conclusion.

In view of the fact that no change can be made in existing
of the Boston Elevated Railand
in view also of the desirability
way Company as lessee,
of obtaining the opinion of the lessee upon operating and
other questions involved in the proposed change of route,
the Commission has conferred with officials of the railway
company in order to obtain their views and suggestions.
The Commission is informed by the Company that it is
unable to arrive at any definite conclusion within the short
legislation without the consent

time allowed for the making of this report, but that it considers that there is sufficient ground for reopening the question of the best location for the terminal of the Boylston
street subway.

The Commission suggests that the law should be amended
so as to allow the connecting of the Boylston street subway
with the Tremont street subway at some suitable point, which
would be between Charles and Tremont streets, without con-

structing two additional tracks beyond this junction point
at the present time, such connection to be regarded as a
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temporary one, for use until tlie question of the best location
of the terminal can be finally determined. This suggestion
has received the approval of the lessee company.
Such a connection between the tracks of the Boyiston
street subway and the present tracks of the Tremont street
subway could be made in much shorter time than would be
required to complete the Boyiston street subway with two
additional tracks to Park street or to any other terminal.
The congestion caused by the delay of surface cars on Boyiston street could thus be relieved at a comparatively early
date, probably during the summer of 1914; passengers from
the west could thus sooner enjoy the advantages of underground transportation from the entrance of the Boyiston
street subway at Kenmore street to the Park street station
and beyond. The carrying out of this plan would not necessarily increase the number of cars and passengers now utilizing the Park street terminal, and the relief from congestion
on Boyiston street would in some degree facilitate the movement of traffic at Park street by making it more regular.
The further benefit to passengers by the Boyiston street
subway resulting from the provision of two additional tracks
to Park street, or to such other terminal as may be substituted therefor, would by this plan be postponed; but it
seems to the Commission that such postponement would he
more than made up for, first, bj securing the advantages of
an earlier connection of the Boyiston street subway over the
tracks of the Tremont street subway with Park street and
points beyond; and, second, by affording an opportunity for
more thorough study before the question of changing the
location of the terminal is finally decided.
In view of the fact that both the Commission and the
Boston Elevated Railway Company as lessee are agreed in
the opinion that it may be found desirable to change the
terminal from Park street, as now authorized by law, to
Post Office square, it would certainly seem proper that this
question should be held open for further study, particularly
in view of the fact that this can be done not only without
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postponing the enjoyment by passengers of the quicker
transit which the Boylston street subway is designed to secure but with a realization of this quicker transit at a considerably earlier date than would otherwise be possible.
In order to carry out this suggestion it would be necessary
to secure such modification of the lease of the Boylston street
subway already executed as would provide for the use of the
above-named portion of this subway and the payment of
rental therefor as soon as it is connected with the tracks of
the Tremont street subway. But such temporary arrangement should not change the right of the Commission to construct two additional tracks from the proposed junction of
the two subways to the Park street terminal, nor relieve the
lessee of any of its existing obligations, unless some other
terminal is substituted, with the assent of the lessee by subsequent legislation.
Further, there is an alteration in the present route which
the Commission deems should be authorized to be carried
out if on further investigation found to be desirable. The
new and the old subways in Boylston street easterly of Park
square will run on parallel lines and there will thus be there
two subway tracks for inbound and two tracks for outbound
cars. If the two tracks for inbound cars are put on one side
of the central line and the two tracks for outbound cars on
the other, then each set, if constructed at the same level, can
he connected by cross-overs so that a car passing on either
line can cross over to the other and after reaching Park street
either continue to the north or loop at that point, going no
farther. This will conduce to flexibility and convenience of
operation. In order to effect this arrangement of tracks
under the present law it would be necessary to carry the outbound new subway track to the north of the present subway
incline in the Public Garden. If however, authority is given
to the Commission to move the present incline to the south,
thus taking it out of the Public Garden and throwing a corresponding piece of the Garden into the street, the alignment
f both subways would be improved, the accommodations for
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street traffic would be enlarged, and an arrangement of crossovers could be more advantageously and simply carried out.
I he street traffic outbound from Park square would then pass
to the north of this incline, while at the present time this
traffic has to cross at grade the street railway tracks where
they emerge on to Boylston street from the Public Garden.
To carry out this suggestion it will be necessary to authorize
the widening of Boylston street on its north side from Park
square to near Arlington street, for this purpose taking a
strip of the Public Garden varying in width from approximately 28 feet at the corner of Charles street to nothing at
the corner of Arlington street. To offset this the present incline in the Public Garden would be abandoned and filled up.
The effect of this change, therefore, would be to take an
area of about 16,000 square feet from the Public Garden,
making this area a part of Boylston street, and to restore to
the Public Garden an area of about 14,900 square feet now
used for the incline. The width of the traveled way and of
the sidewalk in Boylstop street would be about the same as
at present, but, on account of the more favorable location of
the incline, the convenience and safety of the street and its
capacity for vehicle traffic would be increased.
It is therefore recommended; first, that legislation be
passed authorizing the removal of the incline of the Tremont
street subway from the Public Garden to the middle of
Boylston street widened at this point; second, that the Commission be authorized, if assented to by the company, to
postpone for such period as may be deemed proper, the construction of the two additional tracks of the Boylston street
subway from Boylston street to the Park street terminal;
third, that the making of the above mentioned connections
to secure the use of a portion of the Boylston street subway
before the whole is completed be authorized, if assented to
by the company.
Such postponement would afford opportunity for the Legislature to pass finally upon the suggested change of the terminal from Park street to Post Office square, with the full
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information which is not now available, and with knowledge
of the attitude of the lessee company.
The above report is unanimously submitted.
GEOEGE G. CEOCKEE,
GEOEGE F. SWAIN.
HOEACE G. ALLEN
JOSIAH QUINCY,
JAMES B. NOYES,
Boston Transit Commission
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Commission,
May 2,

15 Beacon Street, Boston,

1913.

Copy.
Messrs. George G. Crocker, George F. Swain, Horace G. Allen,
Josiah Quincy, James B. Noyes, Boston Transit Commission.

Gentlemen
In compliance with your request that I
should make studies and estimates in regard to changing the
route of the Boylston-street Suhway so that instead of terminating at Park street it shall continue under Boylston street
to Washington street and thence through various streets and
under private land to Post Office square, I heg leave to
submit plans and profiles with approximate estimate of cost
for a route beginning at the westerly side of Tremont street
thence via Boylston and Essex streets, private land, Kingston,- Otis, Devonshire and Milk streets to Post Office square,
making a loop around the Federal building, with a station
between Tremont and Washington streets, having provisions
for transferring to and from the Tremont-street Subway and
the Washington-street Tunnel, a station in Kingston and
Otis streets, having provisions for transferring in Summer
street to and from the Dorchester tunnel and stations in Post
Office Square and Devonshire street.
The length of the route as authorized by the Legislature
for the Boylston-street Subway from Kemnore street to Park
street is about 10,300 feet. If the route should be changed
by abandoning the construction of the part between Boylston
street and Park street, about 1,720 feet, and the route to
Post Office square, about 3,420 feet, substituted, it would
increase the length of the Boylston-street Subway about 1,700
feet, making its total length about 12,000 feet.
:-

—

Cost of suggested route from intersection of Boylston
and Tremont streets to Post Office square, including
land

$3,730,000

damages,

Additional cost of construction between Charles and Tre.
mont streets necessitated by said route,
.

Total,

.

70,000
$3,800,000
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Cost of portion already authorized from intersection of
Boylston and Tremont streets to Park street with provision for sending cars from all lines south of Park
.
.
street through to the North station,
.

.

Excess of cost of suggested route to Post Office square,

.

2,150,000

$1,650,000

If the route to Post Office square should he adopted it is
estimated that it would require a year and a half longer to
complete the Boylston-street Subway to that point than to
complete it to Park street.
Another route which had been suggested instead of the
Kingston and Otis streets route was through Chauncy, Arch
and Milk streets. Studies were made for this route and it
was found that the roof would be only about 1.5 feet below
the surface of the street in that portion of Chauncy and Arch
streets, between Bedford and Franklin streets, on account of
having to cross over the Dorchester Tunnel at Summer street.
As the subway structure would take up the full width of
Chauncy and Arch streets no available space would be left
for sewers, water and gas pipes, or for electric conduits, etc.
The alignment of the route would also be objectionable, as
there would be a reversed curve of 180 feet radius at Summer street, a curve of Y5 feet radius at the corner of Arch
and Milk streets, a like curve at the corner of Devonshire
and Water streets and also at the corner of Devonshire and
Milk streets. For these reasons further consideration of the
route by way of Chauncy and Arch streets seems unnecessary.
Respectfully sumbitted,
(Signed)

EDMUND S. DAVIS,
Chief Engineer.

